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Regicide Drive to summit view will open to motorists on Sat., May 25!
FROM THE PRESIDENT
I had the pleasure of attending Friends of Connecticut State Parks Day at the state
capitol on March 20th, together with Bill Doheny, past WRRPA president and current
board member, and my wife, Amy. This year is the 100-year anniversary of
Connecticut state parks, and there is a wonderful centennial photo display in the
Legislative Office Building concourse. We spoke with representatives from 21 other
volunteer groups that support our state parks, with DEEP Commissioner Dan Esty, and
with our State Senator, Joseph Crisco, who has long been a strong supporter of West
Rock Ridge State Park. Senator Crisco was one of the first legislators to join a new
initiative supporting state parks and has “adopted” West Rock Ridge State Park; we are
hopeful that our state representatives will join him in this initiative. Legislators who
adopt a park agree to work with the park’s volunteer organization and with the DEEP
to publicize the park and help advocate for the needs of the state park system.
State parks are one of Connecticut’s most valuable natural assets. According to a 2011 UConn Economic
Study, Connecticut State Parks attract over $1 billion and support over 9,000 jobs each year. Only 74 field staff
are currently available to manage the 107 State Parks, and 15 of those staff are eligible for retirement in July,
2013. Because of rescissions and continued attrition, several parks will either not be opened or will have services
reduced in 2013. The Governor's proposed budget would cut funding necessary to hire seasonal workers who
are critical to keep park buildings and grounds safe for visitors. We all need to contact our legislators – NOW!
While we have an active WRRPA trails group (see page 6) that supplements the work of our park supervisor
and his staff, there are many park management tasks that are beyond the scope of volunteers (see Park Update,
page 3). It’s essential that the legislators recognize the benefits our parks provide to citizens and to the state’s
economy, and ensure adequate funding to preserve parklands and park activities.
– Ted (Theodore B.) Lynn, WRRPA President

PARK FRIENDS:
State Senator Joseph Crisco,
DEEP Commissioner Dan Esty, and
WRRPA President Ted Lynn at the
Friends of Connecticut State Parks Day
at the state capitol on March 20th
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COMING EVENTS – MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
Sat. April 20: Rock to Rock Earth Day Ride
Join in New Haven's largest Earth Day celebration, and help support the work of more than 20 local
environmental groups! On Saturday, April 20th, hundreds of cyclists will travel between West Rock and East
Rock, with celebrations on both sides of the city. Along the way, eat tasty food, hear great music, take on
environmental service projects, and explore our city's parks and neighborhoods. Riders choose between 8-,
20-, and 60-mile routes. West Rock Ridge Park Association is one of the Rock to Rock sponsors! Get all the
details at www.rocktorock.org.
Spring Forest Events at Common Ground High School, our park neighbor
For information on all these programs and opportunities, visit www.commongroundct.org or call Rebecca
Holcombe, Community Programs Director, at 203.389.4333 x1213. School is located adjoining the state park
on Springside Avenue.
Sat. April 27: Guided Hike on Old Oak Nature Trail , 11:00 - 11:45
Take a hike on Common Ground’s interpretive nature trail. Farm staff will lead the hike, stopping to
highlight some of its interesting natural and historic features. The hike is easy and family friendly for children
as young as 4 (or younger with parental help!). This is a free event, donations welcomed.
Fri. May 3: Campfire and Night Hike, noon - 8:30 p.m.
Experience the sights and sounds of the nocturnal forest as we stargaze, roast marshmallows, and take a
guided hike. Campfire is appropriate for all ages; guided night hike is recommended for ages 6 and up.
Campfire from 6 – 7 PM (arrive anytime), hike departs by 7:15 PM. Please bring a flashlight. This is a free
event, donations welcomed.
Sat. June 1:. Guided Hike to West Rock Summit, 10:30 - noon
Join a hike to the summit of West Rock Park which offers a stunning view of New Haven and Long
Island Sound. We will take the blue trail and stop at historic Judges Cave on the way to the summit, returning
to the farm via the steeper red trail. Hike is moderate difficulty, about 45 minutes of ascent and about 30
minutes to go back down and return to the farm. Hikers of all ages and abilities are welcome. This is a free
event, donations welcomed.
Sat. June 8: Campfire and Night Hike, 6 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Fri. June 14-Sat. June 15: Family Camping, 6 p.m. - 10 a.m.
Camping at Common Ground is a great way to connect with nature without leaving the city. Bring picnic
dinner, enjoy the campfire, and take an optional guided night hike through West Rock. On Saturday morning,
help feed the farm animals and eat a farm fresh breakfast with eggs from our chickens and other seasonal
foods from the farm. Camping experience not necessary, and all ages are welcome! Use our wooden lean-tos,
borrow one of our tents, or bring your own. $10 per person (ages 3 and under are free). Pre-registration
required; please call 203-389-4333 x1213 or email rholcombe@commongroundct.org

Summit Drive Will Open to Cars on Saturday, May 25
One paved mile up Regicide Drive to the spectacular scene from on top of West Rock
– the best view in southern Connecticut! It includes everything from Sleeping Giant to
East Rock, New Haven, the harbor, Long Island Sound and Long Island. Enjoy!
Park Security Numbers: Park dispatch # 24/7 is 860-424-333
Sleeping Giant Unit (inc. West Rock): 860-789-7498
CT Environmental Conservation Police, ENCON Dispatch at 860-424-3333 (24hrs a day).
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By Jill Scheibenflug, Park Maintainer

In October, storm Sandy did more damage to West Rock Park than to any other park
in the Sleeping Giant unit. The wind blew the aluminum roof off of the DOT tunnel vent
for the Wilbur Cross Parkway. We also had to remove large trees from the main road
going to the south summit overlook and Judges Cave. The maintainers from the
Osborndale State Park unit assisted in the tree removal. There were trees down on the
north road and on the hiking trails. Tom Ebersold, WRRPA trail chief, and his trail crew
worked on weekends to cut blowdowns (fallen trees) that were across the trails and we
took care of the larger ones. There was a huge oak tree on the red trail that was not easy
to cut. Five big pine trees also fell on the red trail at Lake Wintergreen. A seasonal
maintainer and I cut some of them into eight-foot saw logs to be shipped to our DEEP
sawmill in Portland, where they will be milled into pine lumber. The DEEP uses the
lumber for projects in state parks. We are still working on removing blowdowns from the West Rock trail system.
In November I was able to blow most of the leaves off of the south summit road. It helps to keep the
culverts clean for the winter and makes spring clean up easier. We will be roofing the English shelter at the top
in the spring. The rolled roofing isn’t holding up very well in the wind, so we are going to use roofing shingles
this time. I wasn’t able to work on the stone walls last fall but I am hoping to do some work in the spring.
When I was up at Judges Cave in the fall, I happened to meet a man who was there taking pictures. He
introduced himself and his last name was Goffe. I was thinking to myself that couldn’t be just a coincidence and
it turned out that he was related to the Wiliam Goffe who hid in the cave with his father-in-law Edward Whalley
to escape British soldiers in the 1660s! He was a very nice man and told me that he had been working in Kenya
as a missionary. It was interesting to meet him.
My West Rock wildlife sighting last fall was a big buck. I never get to see deer with antlers, but this time
I did and it was cool! He was surrounded by four other deer.
This winter will not soon be forgotten by those who live in our area. The big storm was fun to plow! I didn’t
think our plow truck was going to be able to plow the Lake Wintergreen parking lot but it did. I couldn’t push
the snow very far. I had to push the snow until the truck couldn’t push it any farther, then take small portions of
that pile and push it farther back into the lot. It took a while but I was able to plow both lots. I knew that people
would want to get in there and enjoy the snow.
Editor’s note: Jill is a longtime park maintainer for the Sleeping Giant unit, which includes West Rock Ridge. We
are grateful for her hands-on report on what it takes to keep our park open and ready for all of us year-round. Thanks, Jill!

A Call for Volunteers:
If you are interested in
helping make West Rock even
more beautiful, please contact Tom
Ebersold, our volunteer Trail
Manager. Tom would like to add
even more people to the dedicated
trails crew at West Rock Ridge,
expanding the work beyond the
traditional fall clean-ups on the
famous Blue Trail (the Regicides
Trail).
If you would like to help or
know more about these projects,
please contact T om at
bikehikekayak123@sbcglobal.net,
or by phone at 203-874-7839.
(Email is preferred; no phone calls
after 9 p.m. or before 8 a.m.
please.)

The Tartarelli Family of Bristol, CT enjoyed the view from the summit in
November.
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The West Rock Common Ravens
by Stephen P. Broker
For the past ten years I’ve reported periodically in
Ridge Lines on the status of a pair of Common Ravens
(Corvus corax) breeding at West Rock Ridge State
Park. My comments on these corvids (the crow and
jay family) have centered on nest-building, egg-laying,
incubation, feeding of young, and fledging from the
nest, as well as certain behavioral aspects of raven life
history. This article is my first effort to begin drawing
together and generalizing about my observations on the
West Rock ravens.
It has been prompted by my agreeing to give a
talk this spring on raven biology for the Hartford
Audubon Society and also a desire to submit an article
for publication in The Connecticut Warbler, our state
journal of ornithology. These projects have become
somewhat daunting because they involve my reviewing
ten years of notes recorded in the field on more than 100 cassette tapes as well as additional written notes. In all,
I am replaying 150 hours of recorded notes from more than 1,000 separate trips to West Rock that have focused
on observing the ravens and their close neighbors, the West Rock peregrine falcons. Whew!
The first documented nesting of Common Ravens in our state was in northwestern Connecticut (Canaan
Mountain) in 1987, followed by confirmed nesting in the northeast hills (Ashford) in 1988. Quabbin Reservoir
in central Massachusetts is a likely source of these pioneer individuals. Over the course of the following 25 years
ravens have spread south through Connecticut and expanded their nesting range to near the coast. A nesting pair
was discovered at Sleeping Giant State Park in 1997 or 1998. I confirmed ravens breeding at West Rock Ridge
in 2002 when I observed a family of adults feeding a rabbit carcass to fledged young at the north end of the
ridgeline during our early June New Haven Bird Club Summer Bird Count. At least one of these adults may have
hatched out at Sleeping Giant.
The following year, on April 6, I climbed the talus slope north of the abandoned quarry adjacent to Konold’s
Pond and discovered the ravens’ nest. I spotted some whitewash on the rock wall, commented aloud to myself,
and the raven female revealed the nest location by jumping out of it. Following my return to the ridge top, an
extended search allowed me to relocate the nest from above. It contained five eggs neatly arranged in a ten-inch
wide nest bowl. The nest is built on a rock shelf below a shallow crevice in the cliff, forty feet below the shear
drop-off and another twenty feet above the top of talus slope. Since discovery of this nest site, I have been able
to observe the ravens in and around their nest each year up to the present. Ravens are long-lived birds, and I am
assuming on the basis of photographs and observed behaviors that the same pair of adults has occupied West Rock
for the last 12 years.
Ravens are monogamous, and they pair for life. For any bird species, life can be short. Banding data on
ravens indicate that they may live for 15 to 25 years in the wild, longer in captivity. A mated pair stays together
throughout the year, and courtship begins typically in January. The pair engages in tandem flying, often side-byside, and they execute half-barrel rolls and other aerial maneuvers in their courtship. Twice in late January, I have
seen the West Rock pair spiral down in free-fall from great height, clasping each other by the bill, wings spread
to the side. These courtship activities are essential for strengthening the pair-bond.
The West Rock ravens nested on the rock ledge north of the quarry in 2003, 2004, and 2005. In 2006, they
relocated to a well-protected rock shelf south of the quarry, building a nest there and using this ledge for five
consecutive breeding seasons, through 2010. Then, in 2011, I was surprised to determine that they had returned
to the original ledge north of the quarry. They are presently nesting in this location for the third consecutive year.
Changing nest sites is potentially advantageous for avoidance of accumulating nest parasites. The advantage to
me is that I have been able to lean out and look straight down into the “north nest” and get precise dates for egglaying, hatching, and fledging. My established protocol for doing so has been to locate above the nest, make very
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brief observations with photographs, and beat a hasty retreat so that parental care can proceed with minimal
interruption. The “south nest” cannot be seen from above, but observations of the nest made from several hundred
yards away in the lowland south of Konold’s Pond are superior for observing the adults gathering food, preparing
it for delivery to the nestlings, and entering and exiting the nest. The two sets of data from north and south nest
sites have complemented each other nicely and are giving a more complete picture of raven breeding biology,
including parental care.
Nest-building by both the adults may begin in early February but does not get fully underway until around
February 18 to 22. The nestlings of the previous breeding season tend to destroy the large stick nest prior to
fledging, and the adults must rebuild the nest each year. Nest-building requires about two weeks of sustained
effort. The birds collect and carry in large and small sticks to form a three-foot diameter foundation. Then, they
construct a central bowl with earth, clumps of grass, mosses, and bark shavings stripped from red cedar trees,
grape vines, and fraying branches of eastern cottonwood. Finally, animal fur is gathered from deer and other
carcasses to provide a soft bed for the clutch of eggs that will be laid shortly after completion of the nest.
The West Rock ravens have begun egg-laying as early as March 3 and as late as March 15. In most years
incubation has been underway by March 7. The female will lay from three to six eggs, with five or six being the
typical clutch size. Incubation is apparently exclusively by the female, although the male will devote brief to
extended periods of time standing in the nest while the female departs the nest to stretch her wings or retrieve
cached food. The adults trade off nest duties fairly regularly through the day. The young are fed with food
collected mostly by the male. While it is difficult to determine what most food items are, I have observed the
following foods being cached in trees or rock ledges for later use or brought in to the female or nestlings: road
kill squirrels and rabbits; a pigeon carcass probably left over from a falcon kill; pastrami, chicken cutlets, and
chunks of fat from a nearby restaurant/delicatessen dumpster; oranges; bird eggs; a land snail; a Hot Pockets from
a fast food restaurant (I collected the wrapper discarded by the raven); a fiddler crab from a coastal or riverine salt
marsh. In most instances, the adult male carries food items to a water runoff site north of the West Rock Tunnels,
strips off morsels, soaks them in the pools of water, collects 20 or more pieces in his throat pouch, and flies to the
nest to regurgitate the food so that the female can feed the young. Both adults also periodically ingest sand to aid
them in grinding up food in their gizzard. They supplement their water intake by drinking pooled water that
collects in a large tree knot and also by eating snow.
The ravens defend their air space around the nest site by aggressively attacking peregrines, Red-tailed Hawks,
Turkey Vultures, Black Vultures, Osprey, and other intruding raptors. In turn, they are driven into the trees when
they venture into the quarry where the peregrine pair is nesting. These two species have coevolved over thousands
of years to share nesting habitat nearly side-by-side in agonistic but somewhat tolerant fashion. I have seen the
raven pair drive away one or two intruder ravens that have ventured into the heavily defended nest territory.
The West Rock ravens have successfully fledged from three to five young nearly every year that I have been
observing them. After fledging, the young remain with the parents until early September, when they must depart
the area and presumably join a population of non-breeding birds. Eventually, they will establish their own
breeding territories and renew the reproductive cycle.
As this article goes to press, the West Rock ravens
are incubating six eggs, the first egg having been laid
on March 4 and each new egg laid one day later. The
full clutch of eggs is arranged in the nest with one
egg in the center, surrounded by five evenly spaced
eggs to give the appearance of a speckled, blue-green
flower in bloom. I turn now and look out my
window to see hard rains pounding down, and I think
of the raven female in incubation, only partially
protected from the elements. She has endured a
blizzard this winter, and now she is shielding those
precious eggs from the wet and chilling cold. Her
partner brings in food to help her maintain body
warmth. Together, they endeavor to ride out the
storm.
A glossy iridescence is visible in some lights.
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Red Trail and White Trail Sport Fresh Blazes
By Tom Ebersold, Volunteer WRRPA Trails Manager
In 2012, I completely re-blazed the six-mile long Red Trail, which runs almost the length of West Rock on
the east side of the ridge. I also re-blazed about two miles of the White Trail, which is an excellent way to create
an easy loop hike when combined with the Red Trail. In addition, I continue my ongoing battle with the invasive
plants at West Rock, including removal of the Asiatic bittersweet vine, cutting back multi-flora rose, and pulling
out winged euonymus (burning bush).
I did not re-blaze certain portions of the White Trail located north of the Purple Trail because I hope to find
the time in summer 2013 to relocate certain low-lying sections. In this area, the White Trail is a low-lying trail
that collects water too much time out of the year and has become a rutted, muddy mess. The relocation involves
moving the trail west by no more than 100 yards, so the trail is higher up on the ridge. Needless to say, there is
much work involved with identifying a path, clearing out brush, raking the trail so it is visible, blazing the new
trail, and covering up blazes on the old trail. I have wanted to do this project for many years, but other priorities
always seem to arise.
In the summer, I also plan to re-blaze the Green Trail and the Yellow Trail. During a recent trip to Home
Depot, fortune smiled upon me and I found on the “oops” paint shelf, a quart of green paint and a quart of yellow
paint for the pauper’s price of $2 each.
I hope to find time this spring for the trails crew to resume its work building steps on the Regicides Trail over
the West Rock tunnel. We need about three more steps to reach a natural rock landing at which point this phase
of the project will be complete. The trail would benefit from another set of stairs farther up the hill in this area,
but that will be a project for another time.
For those who have not viewed it, the video from the Connecticut Forest and Park Association (CFPA) on
the Regicides Trail may be seen at this link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKIWTBZN80c.
CFPA has created terrific-looking wooden signs to mark the trails. I
installed five of these wooden signs for the trails: the Westville Feeder at
the junction with the Regicides Trail, the Sanford Feeder and the
Regicides Trail at their junction, the Regicides Trail near the pavilion at
the South Overlook, and the Regicides Trail at its junction with the North
Summit Trail (the Red Trail that descends into Woodbridge). These add
to the three wooden signs for the trails that I installed in 2011: the
Regicides Trail at the junction with the Westville Feeder, the Westville
Feeder near the trailhead in Westville, and the Sanford Feeder at the
Brooks Road trailhead. I also put up small triangular CFPA “No Bikes”
signs on trees along the Regicides where it crosses Baldwin Drive, the
paved summit road that runs parallel to the trail.
In the fall, the volunteer trails crew hit the trails for the usual work to
keep the Regicides Trail clear, including cutting back overgrowth and
clearing any limbs that fell. Thanks to these helpers: Tim Austin, Scott
Howland, Carl Jordan, Eliot Lofman, and John Rek. On one work party,
I was joined by Hallie Martenson from Solar Youth, along with three
enthusiastic youth. We also continue to pick up the usual bottles and cans
that were left along Baldwin Drive when West Rock was the leading party
spot in town.
I led a series of hikes in the park for the Appalachian Mountain Club during the fall, which allowed me to
survey most of the trails, and deal with any small blowdowns. I reported the larger ones to Jill Scheibenpflug, who
handles maintenance at West Rock. She cleared away about eight large blowdowns along various trails involving
trees of 18-inch and larger diameter trees, most of which simply fell over due to Storm Sandy. With the
windstorms and snowstorms of February, I will be getting out there again to check on conditions.
If you are hiking and see a smaller problem, please email me at bikehikekayak123@sbcglobal.net. I will get
out there when I can to assess the situation. If you see a large tree across the trail, which I would define as one-foot
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diameter or larger, call the park office at (203) 287-5658. If you see any illegal park use, such as ATVs (which
I thankfully don’t see), call the Environmental Conservation Officers at (860) 424-3333.
If anyone would like to be added to the email list for the crew, please contact me at
bikehikekayak123@sbcglobal.net. The crew typically meets on a Saturday at 9 a.m. at the main gate and works
until noon, although I usually stay until 2 or 3 p.m. There is no set schedule, but it tends to be once a month when
the weather is favorable, and I email people two weeks in advance.
My congratulations to Sam Lynn, who organized volunteers to build a much-desired bridge over a small
stream as his Eagle Scout project. The bridge is located on the Red-White Trail off Hill Street. This is a welcome
project in an area that is frequently muddy, and popular with people who are fishing. On a humorous note, I
wanted to see the bridge, so I decided to lead a hike at West Rock on the day they were building it. We arrived
literally as they were putting the finishing touches on the bridge, and we were the first non-Scouts to try it out.
See my blog for lots of pictures and information about the park: http://westrocktrails.blogspot.com.
The state website is http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?A=2716&Q=325276

Boy Scout Eagle Project Improves Park Trail
Hamden Boy Scout Troop 608,
led by Eagle Scout Sam Lynn, built a
footbridge over the stream that
crosses the Red/White Trail near the
Hill Street entrance to our state park,
easing stream crossing and preventing
erosion of the stream banks.
Sam selected this project after
reviewing the wish list on WRRPA
Trail Manager Tom Ebersold’s blog
(http://westrocktrails. blogspot.com).
Sam then consulted with Tom,
reviewed plans for trail bridges from
the Connecticut Forests and Parks
Association, designed and drafted his
bridge plans, met with Hamden’s
Wetlands Commission and got its
approval, and met with Park
Supervisor Joe Maler and obtained
the necessary state approvals.
National Lumber, Fastenal, and Theodore R. Lynn donated supplies and funding, and the scouts of Troop 608,
which meets at Spring Glen Church, joined with Sam to construct and install
the bridge. This was a particularly meaningful project for Sam. Having grown
up with the park in his backyard, he is especially proud to have joined in the
long tradition of active citizens who preserved this land for Connecticut’s
citizens to enjoy.
The park association and all of the users of this trail (including the
Hamden High cross-country and track teams) are grateful to Sam, the scouts,
and all of the volunteers who built and installed this bridge. WRRPA joins
with Sam in thanking National Lumber, Fastenal, and Theodore R. Lynn for
sponsoring this project with donations of materials and funding. WRRPA also
joins Sam in thanking Park Supervisor Joe Maler and Park Maintainer Jill
Scheibenpflug for their assistance with this project. We are indeed lucky to
work with them.
WRRPA Trail Manager Tom Ebersold planned his hike that day so that he could
check on the bridge’s progress. The construction work went quickly, so Tom,
arriving with impeccable timing right after the scouts took their celebratory
photos, had the honor of being the first non-scout to utilize the bridge.
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WEST ROCK RIDGE PARK ASSOCIATION
Address: 648 Mountain Road,
Hamden, CT 06514
http://westrockpark.wordpress.com
wrrparkassoc@comcast.net
Board of Directors
Stephen Broker, New Haven
Ann Christmann, Woodbridge
Barrie Collins, Bethany
William Doheny, Hamden
Tom Ebersold, Milford
Theodore B. Lynn, Hamden
Steven Massey, Bethany
Donald Menzies, Woodbridge
Joanne Sciulli, New Haven
Nancy Specht, Hamden
Michael Walter, Woodbridge
Charles Walters, Hamden

Executive Board & Committees
President: Theodore B. Lynn
Secretary: (Vacant)
Treasurer: Joanne Sciulli
Membership: Amy Lynn
Program: Nancy Specht
Trails: Tom Ebersold
Newsletter: Barrie Collins and Amy Lynn

NEW MEMBERS:
We warmly welcome the following new members to the
West Rock Ridge Park Association:
Louisa Cunningham, Woodbridge (Life)
Peter Sagnella, Hamden
HOW TO JOIN OR RENEW
Send your name, address, phone number, and email
address, along with your dues to
WRRPA Membership,
648 Mountain Road, Hamden, CT 06514
Annual dues: $10, Supporting: $20, Life: $150.
Make checks payable to: West Rock Ridge Park Assoc.
Please include your interests:
Programs, Trail Work, Newsletter,
Legislative/Political Action, Membership.
Your membership helps improve the park!
We welcome volunteers, on any committee!
Photo Credits: 1 Amy Lynn; 3 Cary T. Collins, Rebecca
Holcombe; 4,5 Stephen Broker; 6 Tom Ebersold;
7 Ted Lynn, Amy Lynn; 8 Mike Tartarelli.

WEST ROCK RIDGE PARK ASSOCIATION
648 Mountain Road
Hamden, CT 06514

Happy hikers enjoyed a public walk to Judges Cave last November,
sponsored by Common Ground High School, our park neighbor.
(For upcoming hikes, see page 2)

FIRST CLASS
MAIL

